The National Greenhouse Manufacturers Association Spotlight
The National Greenhouse Manufacturers Association is moving into its 51st year of service. Its current challenges and future existence demand more of its membership than ever before. Our global economy and all those striving to compete within it have reached a crisis point that demands a constant vigilance to read and react or perish.

Ongoing dramatic financial changes have canceled out years of hard work and growth by many to cause managerial reassessments and responses that break new ground daily. Our economic world has never seen times like this before. How we respond within the horticultural sector now and for the short term will determine who survives in the long term.

NGMA members and their customers are the “core” of this sector and must stand firm against both internal and external pressures to take us down. A unified effort by this association of industry professionals and educators can create opportunities even in the most drastic of times. Intelligent use of resources, both natural and human, when combined with current and constantly evolving technologies will place each of us and our companies in the best position to assist our customers and their ever changing needs to remain competitive and profitable.

A need for face time

For this to happen, our communication effort must continue to be enhanced daily. “Face time” with our customers and other NGMA members solidifies our bonds and strengthens our effort. Having a better understanding of the issues our customers face will provide us with an edge over our competition. If we listen and hear our customers’ need for help, we can answer the call with a wide variety of products and services. Collectively gathered from around the world, these ideas, specifically honed for all segments of our controlled environment industry, can be shared with our customers to address their concerns.

New markets and applications for our skills must be developed. By reaching out to the academic community and engaging the brightest of students, we can channel and direct these qualities toward our industry, sharing the spirit and lifestyle of what we do in a dynamic and exciting field.

Addressing industry issues

We need to assign value to our ability to properly design, manufacture, glaze, ventilate, screen, heat, irrigate, light, harvest and manage a greenhouse operation. This effort should reap dividends as we enhance our message and take it to our local, regional and national politicians demonstrating to them that our horticultural industry needs to be heard.

The NGMA membership has participated in a continuing collaborative effort with Society of American Florists and American Nursery & Landscape Association to make our individual and group voices heard. The diverse nature of the NGMA membership creates extended roots throughout a large variety of markets.

The “greening” of America is here to stay and by assigning value to what we, the NGMA, bring to the table will make it greener for everyone. Please get involved.

Thompson is president of NGMA and executive vice president of X.S. Smith, (800) 631-2226; scott@xssmith.com; www.xssmith.com.
National Greenhouse Manufacturers Association

From us...

Pleasing your customers with a quality product is the most important aspect of your business and the NGMA understands that!

To you...

The NGMA is the grower's resource center for information and a gateway to the industry's leading greenhouse manufacturers.

The NGMA exists to serve growers with information, publications, and access to companies that manufacture structures and greenhouse components.

Contact the NGMA if you are purchasing, retrofitting, or environmentally controlling a greenhouse.

To your customer!

4305 North Sixth Street, Suite A
Harrisburg, PA 17110
800-792-NGMA
www.ngma.com

Catch The Natural Ventilation Wave

The #1 Way to Reduce Your Monthly Costs
Natural Ventilation Systems for New and Existing Greenhouse Structures

The most expensive part of running a greenhouse is maintaining a habitable and temperate atmosphere for plants, workers, and customers. What better way to keep cool than to let nature do the work for you? By adding sidewall or endwall openings to your greenhouse, you allow natural windflows to replace the hot, stale air in your greenhouses. When paired with a ridge vent system, this creates a "Venturi Effect" that literally forces hot air through the roof and provides consistent, even air exchange while using virtually no electricity.

- Manual or Motorized Roll-Up Sidewall Curtains
- Vertical or Hinged Sidewall/Endwall Vents
- Removable Sidewall Panels
- Single Opening Ridge Vents
- "Sun Ridge" Twin-Opening Chimney Vents
- "Sun Roof" Complete Open-Roof Greenhouses
- Custom Engineered Solutions to Fit Your Needs!

X.S. Smith Greenhouse Structures
1-800-631-2226 - www.xssmith.com
932 Page Rd - Washington, NC 27889
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Direct Air, Direct Sun... Ludy Greenhouse Manufacturing Corporation

Let Us Design Yours

Harness the power of the sun with the Ludy Direct Vent.

phone: 800.255.5839  fax: 937.996.8031  ludy.com

p.o. box 141  new madison, oh 45346
AGRATECH We do it all, and We do it Best!

To be a leader in any industry you have to offer what your customer wants, build it the way they want it built, and deliver the very best product — on time and at the very best price.

That’s what we do.
Every time.

Thousands of greenhouses around the world have an Agra Tech logo on them for a reason. We deliver the best product for the best price.

Just ask our customers.

We would like to show you why Agra Tech should be your choice.

You won’t be disappointed.

Agra Tech is rated Best In the West by commercial growers in all 6 categories surveyed:

- Value for dollars spent
- Technical competence
- Innovation in design
- Service
- Knowledge of sales personnel
- Overall reputation

AGRATECH
2131 Piedmont Way, Pittsburg, California 94565
Toll free: (877) 432-3338 Fax: (925) 432-3521
Email: agradetech@agridatech.com
www.agratech.com
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A HOME OF YOUR OWN.
Each Stuppy greenhouse is designed to meet the individual needs of our customers. Configured to your site and crop requirements, our structures provide a reliable, productive and profitable growing environment. Each is built for maximum efficiency, helping you produce an abundance of healthy plants for years to come.

To find and customize the right structure for your crops, contact Stuppy today.

STUPPY, INC. | 800-753-5025 | WWW.STUPPY.COM
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Efficient AND Reliable.
THE BEST OF BOTH WORLDS.

We’ve taken our popular HS2000 and paired it with our new Delta reflector to give you an even more efficient greenhouse lighting system.

The HS2000 is a hybrid that rivals the efficiency of electronic systems and offers the reliability of conventional technology. Add in the Delta reflector’s unique design for optimal control and distribution of light and you’re truly getting more light with less energy. Like all P.L. Light products, we engineer our lights to provide growers with the most light and uniformity per watt of energy. The HS2000 and Delta combination delivers results.

Call us today for a customized lighting plan that will show you how to maximize your return on investment with PL Light products.

1.800.263.0213
www.pllight.com
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MICRO·GROW
Greenhouse Systems, Inc.
42065 Zewe Dr. Unit B1 Temecula, CA 92590
www.microgrow.com 1.800.810.9715

We are known worldwide as a leader in computerized automation controls for the energy conscious professional grower. Our controls are used at research institutions, universities, private and commercial greenhouses all over North America and Europe. Our systems are easy to operate and install. If you already have a control system and would like to upgrade; or if this is your first system, Micro Grow is the product of choice. “You have our personal commitment to continue to deliver absolutely the best products, and unparalleled service and support in our industry.”

❖ Not Just Another Greenhouse Control Company.
Micro Grow has been in business for over 25 years. We were among the very first to bring a microprocessor based control to our industry. Our controls have been designed by grower needs, and our reputation was built on customer satisfaction. We will never change our focus.

❖ Free Lifetime Technical Support on all our Products.
Free Lifetime support, not just until the warranty expires. When you call our support line, you will talk to an experienced greenhouse control technician, most likely a licensed greenhouse electrician. We guide you every step of the way, from the preliminary design through final engineering to on-site installation. Our customer support simply is the best in the industry.

❖ The Most Complete Line of Greenhouse Controls Anywhere.
From our “Stat” series, and irrigation systems, all the way to our top of the line Procom computer, we have something for every grower. Our production and manufacturing process insures that our products conform to the highest standards of internationally recognized quality, providing solid performance, unsurpassed value, and exceptional reliability for all of our customers.

❖ Change out your Current Controls or Thermostats Now, You May Save Thousands in Energy Costs!
It is so easy to change out your current Controls or thermostats to one of our systems. We will provide you with a detailed drawing and technical support. Developed with grower’s input and concerns in mind, you may save thousands on your annual energy bill with our advanced features. See your distributor today to find out what Micro Grow can offer you and your facility.

Check our website for monthly specials
www.microgrow.com

Call for your free catalog 1.800.476.9715
or shop online at www.GrowersSupply.com.
Please mention code GA0929.

Your one-stop shop for growing, gardening and nursery needs.
Greenhouse Systems
High Tunnels
Cold Frames
Polycarbonate Film & Accessories
Benches & Wagons
Display Units & Carts
...and more!

Flexible Financing Solutions
Subject to credit approval.
We Cover Horticulture

Our horticulture market publications provide the latest market news and information, fully interactive websites and social communities, complete market circulation coverage and in-depth industry features.

For nearly 28 years we’ve been the leading publisher in the horticulture services market. Our coverage of the grower and retail markets represents an enhanced commitment to meet the industry’s needs.

Contact our sales, editorial or circulation team for more information on any of our titles at 1-800-456-0707.

Corporate Office
4020 Kinross Lakes Parkway, Suite 201
Richfield, Ohio 44236
P: 330/525-5400
F: 330/659-0823

Ft. Worth Office
801 Cherry St., Suite 960, Unit 2
Fort Worth, TX 76102
P: 972/957-0062
F: 817/885-7875

IT'S NOT JUST A GREENHOUSE
It’s an Advantage!

Hurricane-Tested Structures Offering Value, Durability and Profitability.

B&K installations’ greenhouses and pond covers are not just engineered to stand up to the harshest weather conditions; they’re engineered to give you an advantage every day for your investment.

⭐️ Affordable ⭐️ Superior Strength
⭐️ Custom designs ⭐️ State-of-the-art materials

VALUE THROUGH ENGINEERING
Tel (Homestead, Fla.) 305.245.6968
Toll Free-USA 1.800.523.3870 • Toll Free-Florida 1.800.624.7612
Visit us on the web: www.bkinstall.com
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At Wadsworth we believe three heads are better than one

Solutions at hand for every growers needs

Environmental Controls
From thermostats to anticipatory controls we have the right control for all of your growing needs.

Vent Automation
Reliable equipment for the toughest vent automation. American made, sturdy, easy to install virtually maintenance free equipment.

Energy Curtains
Our superiorly designed energy curtains can reduce energy costs, 30 to 40% while increasing crop quality, customer satisfaction and worker’s comfort.

Hot & Dark are good qualities in a cup of coffee, but not for the plants in your greenhouse.

Warm weather growing leads to over shading in an effort to combat heat. There is a better way to grow without drastically changing your practices. Results from a recent study show that using a higher efficiency climate screen significantly reduces heat gain. Less heat gain means lower leaf temperature and less water consumption. This can allow you to deliver more light to the crop aiding faster and fuller growth.

FLS attributes/benefits:
- Highly reflective against light and heat
- Reduces water consumption
- Long-lasting

What climate do you need?

LUDVIG SVENSSON, INC.
535 Griffith Road, Charlotte, NC 28217
phone 704.357.0457, fax 704.357.0460
www.svenssonamericas.com

For more information call us at 704.357.0457 or email us at sales@svenssonamericas.com
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Toll Free: 1-800-821-5829  Web: www.wadsworthcontrols.com  E-mail: info@wadsworthcontrols.com
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Become an NGMA Member Today!

The National Greenhouse Manufacturers Association brings together the most experienced and knowledgeable manufacturers in the industry. If you’re looking for the best greenhouse or component manufacturers North America has to offer, contact NGMA. Be a part of the most extensive list of engineers, dealing with horticulture, agriculture, building, structural, growing and design issues the industry has to offer!

NGMA Members:

- Lori Felton – Abraham Baldwin Agricultural College
- Albert J. Lauer, Inc.
- Allied Tube & Conduit
- American Clay Works & Supply Co.
- Argus Control Systems Ltd.
- Atlas Manufacturing, Inc.
- BWI Companies, Inc.
- Virginia R. Walter – California Polytechnic State University
- Elizabeth Howley – Clackamas Community College
- Cordey’s Manufacturing & Sales
- Edwin’s Greenhouse Construction, Inc.
- FarmTek Growers Supply
- Fiberlane LLC
- Griffin Greenhouse & Nursery Supply
- Hortica Insurance and Employee Benefits
- Kimberly A. Williams – Kansas State University
- Keeler-Glasgow Co., Inc.
- Link4 Corp.
- LL Klink & Sons, Inc
- Ludy Greenhouse Manufacturing
- Tomas Dudik – Michigan State University Extension
- Richard Harkess – Mississippi State University
- Modine Manufacturing, Inc.
- Nexus Corporation
- John Dole – North Carolina State University
- P.L. Light Systems Canada Inc.
- Polypal Incorporated
- Port-A-Cool LLC
- Priva North America, Inc.
- Ridder USA
- Rough Brothers, Inc.
- Rounhouse
- Solar Innovations, Inc.
- Southwest Agri-Plastics, Inc.
- Stuppy Greenhouse Manufacturing
- Svensson
- United Greenhouse Systems, Inc.
- Meriam Karlsson – University of Alaska
- Gene Giacomelli – University of Arizona
- John W. Bartok, Jr. & George Elliott – University of Connecticut
- Stephanie Barnett – University of Maine
- Carl E. Sams – University of Tennessee
- Dr. Terry Ferriss – University of Wisconsin - River Falls
- Karen Punter – University of Wyoming
- Van Wingerden Greenhouse Company
- Joyce Latimer – Virginia Tech
- Vostermans Ventilation/Multifan, Inc.
- Wadsworth Control Systems
- Winandy Greenhouse Co., Inc.
- X.S. Smith, Inc.
THERE WHEN YOU NEED US.

Stuppy treats your structure as an extension of our family. Each is designed, built and maintained through a close partnership with your business. Our experts consult with you and provide recommendations to create an ideal growing environment. Through the integration of facility layouts, heating, cooling and environmental controls, we help growers stay competitive. And by delivering unmatched service through the life of your structure, we help you get the most out of your investment.

To find and customize the right structure for your crops, contact Stuppy today.

Stuppy, Inc. | 800-733-5025 | WWW.STUPPY.COM